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from the temple in Jerusalem  

nearly seventy years before. Items from the temple 

had been dedicated to God. It was insulting to Him 

to have these used in a drunken feast. 
 

Then mysterious fingers wrote their message on 

the plastered wall where they could be seen  

clearly.  The frightened king sent for the best     

astrologers and diviners so that they could      

interpret the writing. They could not interpret it. 

The queen then suggested that they send for       

Daniel. 
 

When Daniel arrived he told Belshazzar that 

the king was arrogant and had insulted 

God. That is why God sent the dramatic    

message…. 

• Mene, “numbered or counted,” meant 

that the days of Belshazzar’s rule now had 

been all counted out.  

• Tekel, “weighed,” explained why this king’s 

rule was ended. In God’s scales, he was not 

man enough to be king.  

• Peres means “division,” and parsin is the 

plural of this word.  
 

The Medes and Persians had formed an        

alliance to fight against Babylon, and       

already their armies were just outside the 

city and that very night Babylon fell and 

Belshazzar was overthrown.        

 Daniel 5 

 

 

 

                                                                The people of          

   God had been in Babylonian 

captivity almost 70 years. More than twenty years 

had passed since King Nebuchadnezzar died.   
 

Nebuchadnezzar’s grandson, Belshazzar was in 

charge and There were big military problems going 

on but Belshazzar seems to be devoting more time to 

parties than military strategy.    
Belshazzar decided to show off the gold and silver 

cups and bowls that Nebuchadnezzar had taken 

https://youtu.be/jNox1F1noIY


Writing on the wall paint 

• cover the bottom of a muffin tin with dish soap (or baby shampoo would work.)  

• add a few drops of food coloring and about a teaspoon or two of cornstarch. If you want the paint 

thicker, add more cornstarch.  

mixed up each color and go outside to paint the windows. We acted out the story and wrote the words 

on the wall. Then cover the windows with washable paint. When finished,  hose off the  windows.  
 

Warning: the washing creats A LOT of slippery bubbles. try to keep the paint off any window facings or non

-glass surfaces. 

 

 

How to make an Invisible ink Message 

1. Dip a cotton swab into a mixture of 1/4 cup (60 ml) of bak-

ing soda and 1/4 cup (60 ml) of water. Use the swab to write a 

message on a white piece of paper.  

2. Wait until the ink is dry.  

3. Dip a paintbrush into some grape juice concentrate or any 

dark juice. Paint the grape juice over your message and wait  

for the message to appear.  
 

For color changing properties: 
 

While you are waiting for your paper to dry, mix  

Up your color changing-solution. First, add 1 

 teaspoon of turmeric to 1/2 cup of rubbing  

alcohol.  

 

Stir the turmeric into the rub-

bing  

alcohol. (Note: The solution can 

stain a little bit. I used a white 

plastic bowl, which was not the 

smartest, because it was a little  

difficult to clean afterwards.  

You might want to use a glass  

bowl.) 

After the paper is dry, use a  

paintbrush to apply the color  

changing solution to the paper  

to reveal the secret message!  

 
A lot of familiar phrases used today are 

taken from the Bible….Some are from the 

Old Testament and my story!   

When people say they see the 

“handwriting on the wall,” it means they 

see trouble ahead.   When king Belshazzar 

saw mysterious writing suddenly appear 

on his palace wall.  I interpreted the 

writing, which told of the king’s        

downfall. 





Belshazzar decided to show off the gold and silver 

cups and bowls that Nebuchadnezzar had taken 

from the temple in Jerusalem nearly seventy years 

before. Items from the temple had been dedicated to 

God.  

Materials: 

* plastic wine glasses  * acrylic gemstones   * Glue dots     

Do your own “writing on the wall” by creating a prayer wall.  Here are two simple ideas 

for creating your own wall writing….one uses a poster board, envelopes marked for 

Praise Prayers, Sorry Prayers, Thank you Prayers and please help prayers.  Fill a separate 

envelop with small pieces of paper for writing your prayers that can then be filed in the 

appropriate envelop.  Or you can simply use a bare space on a wall in your room and 

sticky notes to stick up your prayers.  Come back after a few days to read your prayers 

and see how God has answered them! 



Daniel’s Constellation            
Star-gazer 

Materials: 
• glue,  

• scissors,  

• a toilet paper tube,   

• the Template print out (on the following 

page) 
 

Print the template on card-stock.. If you do not 
have card-stock you can glue each piece onto 
black construction paper, and then cut them 
out. You will need the strength of the            
card-stock or construction paper for this 
craft. 
 

Using a thumb-tack or paperclip puncture the dots of the constellations and the 2 points marked 
with an x (on the eye piece and on the main piece). You can make the holes slightly bigger by using 
a toothpick  
 

Glue the rectangular piece around a toilet paper roll. Then glue the covered toilet paper roll on 

the circle of the small piece, using either regular glue or a small glue gun. If you use a glue gun, 

do this step for your kids. When the glue has dried your eye piece is finished. 

 

Stick a metal brad (paper fastener) through the hole on the eyepiece. Then through the main piece. 

Open and bend the legs of the metal brad. Now turn the eye piece and look through it; you will be 

able to see the stars day and night  

It’s in the stars... 
Most of the Babylonian astronomy texts that have been discovered were 

written between 650 and 50 B.C.  Historians think Daniel arrived in          

Babylon around 605 B.C.  He would have been trained in this skill as a 

“wise man” of the court. 

At the end of each month, the astronomers would summarize their           

observations onto a single tablet and file the tablets in a library.  Their 

observations were used to predict events and to regulate the calendar. 

Babylonian astronomers used a set of stars as references points, and 

their diaries detailed the locations of the moon and planets with respect 

to these stars.  Reports of bad weather or unusual atmospheric events 

were included in the diaries.  Even events of local importance, such as 

conquests or the rise or fall in the river at Babylon, might me included in 

an astronomer’s report. 





I Have Good News and Bad News... 
There were also tablets relating to omens.  This information was 

used by the scribes whose job it was to read omens.  They advised 

people about the meaning of omens and how to avoid the                

consequences.  For instance, an eclipse might be considered an omen 

of an imminent unfortunate event, and the king might be advised to 

take particular measures to prevent something bad from happening.  

A Hand suddenly appearing and writing a message on a wall would 

be considered a bad omen! 

Point of fact:  Daniel never left Babylon.  He was part of this cast of 

magi/astrologers and it is believed that he may have been the leader 

of a group of Magi who watched the stars but also knew the   

scriptures of the Jewish people. 

Follow that star!... 

Some people believe that the three “wise men” or magi who followed 

the star to visit and worship Jesus when he was a toddler were  

actually  astronomers descendant from Daniel’s group from         

Babylon. 

An Extraordinary Reputation (Daniel 5) 

KEY VERSE:  But I personally have heard about you, that you are able to give interpretations and solve 

difficult problems.    Daniel 5:16 

Daniel had a relationship with several kings throughout his life. He had to prove himself to a 

new leader with each transition. We don’t know where Daniel was when Belshazzar became 

ruler, but by the time the feast came, it seems he was unknown or forgotten.  His reputation 

was known, however. Qualities noted about Daniel are his: 

• extraordinary spirit 

• Knowledge 

• Insight 

• interpretation of dreams 

• explanation of enigmas 

• solving difficult problems 

• Illumination 

• extraordinary wisdom 

 

Daniel’s consistent relationship with God is evident in chapter 5. Although he was not             

regularly consulted, the moment the king summoned Daniel, he delivered powerful, timely insight. 

Daniel wasn’t waiting on a crisis to call on God, he was engaged with Him every day, regardless 

of whether anyone noticed or applauded. 

You can live transparently as a person of integrity because you have nothing to prove and nothing to hide.    

Relying on human strength and skill to build your reputation is exhausting. When you know God like Daniel did, 

the burden is light. Depending on God’s extraordinary, supernatural power allows you to soar with confidence 

under His protection. 
 

QUESTIONS: What qualities do people use to describe you?  Do you strive to create a good reputation, or feel like 

you have to hide certain things from others to control your reputation? Have you experienced a challenging 

time where you felt forgotten or unnoticed? What was your relationship with God like during this time? 

“Extraordinary” is used multiple times to describe Daniel 

throughout the book. What made Daniel so extra and       

beyond the ordinary?  It was his relationship with God. God 

put the “extra” and supernatural power into Daniel’s life 

and character! Daniel did not rely on his personal skill to 

solve problems. His relationship with God was his source of 

wisdom and daily fed and formed his spirit. 



Astrologer’s Hat 

Ingredients: 

• Cone Shaped Ice Cream Cone 

• Yogurt or Nut Butter 

• Variety of fruit 

• Optional:  chocolate chips 

 

put yogurt or nut butter in the bottom of the cone and 

add whatever fruit you have on top. (We stuck a couple of 

chocolate chips in too.)  

“Finger” food 

 

1. Make a cheese pizza 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. While waiting for the pizza to be done, cut red pepper 

into nail shape pieces  

 

 

 

 

 

3. Cut the cheese pizza into 

strips  

 

 

 

 

    4.  Place red pepper on the pizza 

     strips in place for nails to 

create fingers    


